Guidelines for homework presentation:

- Neatness counts.
- Submit only one homework writeup per assignment per team.
- Each homework should have a cover page with the following information:
  - Center of the page: Homework number
  - Upper left corner: Due Date
  - Upper right corner: Enumerated team member information (name, student ID number, team role).
- Write your initials and page number on subsequent pages.
- Staple pages securely.
- Write only on one side of the paper. Use of engineering paper is strongly recommended.
- Be sure to start each EXERCISE on a NEW page to facilitate grading.
- Highlight answers by boxing or underscoring, and mark with arrow on margin.
- Show work: just giving the final answers gets no credit.
- If the problem specifies physical units, be sure to identify them in the answers.
- When making plots of your results use graph paper or engineering paper, or do them using some computer program. Use of personal computers for calculations is encouraged.
- Hand plots should be drawn using a straight edge and French curve or compass.
- Guidelines for computer homework (using Matlab or Matematica) will be stated in the first assignment of this kind.